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Abstract.
With the efects of climate change linked to the use of fossil fuels becoming more notceable, politcal
establishment and society appear ready for renewable energy. Yet, despite these expectatons, fossil
fuels stll comprise nine-tenths of the global commercial energy supply. In this artcle, the history,
technology, and barriers to acceptance of wind energy will be explored. The central queston is why,
despite the problems associated with the fossil fuels, more ecologically benign energy is stll scarcely
used. Having briefy surveyed some literature on the role of politcal and corporate stakeholders, as well
as theories relatng to factors responsible for the grassroots’ resistance (“not in my backyard” or
NIMBYs) to renewable energy, the fndings indicate that motvaton for oppositon to wind power varies.
While the grassroots resistance is ofen fueled by the mistrust of the government, the governments’
reason for resistng renewable energy can be explained by their history of a close relatonship with the
industrial partners. This artcle develops an argument that understanding of various motvatons for
resistance at diferent stakeholder levels and understanding the role of democracy in decision-making
opens up space for beter strategies for a successful energy transiton.
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1. Introducton
The wide-spread public protests against air
polluton caused by fossil fuels in Western
countries have increased since the nineteen
seventes (Zavestovsky, 2010; Perera, 2018).
Concerns about climate change and increasing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that cause
the greenhouse efect and consequently
climate change have increased (Pinske and
Kolk, 2009). With climate change linked to the
use of fossil fuels, hope was expressed that
politcal,
corporate,
and
economic
insttutons, as well as society as a whole, will
switch to renewable energy (Climate Economy
Report, 2014; Barthelmie and Pryer, 2014).
Several proposals have emerged, propelled by
a public and politcal interest in the
development
of
renewable
energy
technologies (Barthelmie and Pryer, 2014;
Renewable Energy World, 2015). Solar power
and wind power are considered to be the
most signifcant potental source of global
low-carbon energy supply, without potental
dangers of waste, as in the case of nuclear
energy (Brown et al, 2014; Washington,
2015). Unlike fossil fuels, wind power does
not contribute to GHG emissions, aside from
its capture and storage devices (which can be
made using renewable energy), and unlike
partal renewables like biofuel, it does not
involve replacing biodiverse habitats with
monocultural plantatons (Eggars et al, 2009;
Braungart, 2013).
Yet, despite these expectatons and technical
innovatons and increased afordability of
renewable energy, and partcularly wind
power, at present, fossil fuels contnued to
supply almost nine-tenths of global
commercial energy and climate mitgaton
eforts have been so far a large failure (IPCC,
n.d). As of 2017, renewable energy accounted
for an estmated 18.1% of total fnal energy
consumpton
htps://www.ren21.net/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/gsr_2019_full_repo
rt_en.pdf). The global emissions contnued to
rise afer the signing of the Paris agreement in
2015 (Leahy, 2019), partally because not all
governments have signed the agreement or
atempted to meet the targets (Lutkhuis,
2019).

Considering the importance of renewable
energy to combat climate change, this artcle
briefy outlines some of the technological,
politcal, and social dimensions associated
with wind power and the reason for
oppositon to it, outlining possible ways
forward. The central queston addressed here
is why, despite the obvious risks and threats
associated with the use of fossil fuels, there is
stll no radical shif to more ecologically
benign forms of energy.
1.1 The Challenge of Climate Change and
Renewable Energy
While there is a considerable body of research
on climate change, renewable energy, wind
power, and resistance to wind power from the
governments and corporate stakeholders
down to local communites, litle has been
writen about understanding and comparing
various motvatons for resistance from
diferent levels of stakeholder involvement.
The problem of diferent motvatons deserves
new research due to the need to resolve
inconsistencies between the apparent desire
to avoid climate change on the one hand and
the inability of governments as well as some
communites to facilitate this change. The
hypothesis that drives this desk research is
that understanding and diferentatng
between diferent motves for resistance can
help policy makers to make informed
decisions concerning appropriate strategies.
Linking theories of the role of politcal and
corporate actors in addressing (or failing to
address) sustainability challenges, and using
theories relatng to sociological and
psychological
factors
responsible
for
grassroots resistance promises to bring new
insights into the study of the energy
transiton. The brief background, technology,
and politcs involved in the producton of and
resistance to the use of renewable energy,
and partcularly wind energy, will be explored
in the sectons below.
1.2 Energy Supply: Brief Background
Between 1950 and 2005, fossil-fuels supplied
over eighty percent of all energy producton,
ignitng rapid changes frst in the economically
developed countries, and then globally

(Nehring, 2009). Between 1950 and 2015,
fossil-fuel producton increased from 1.5
billion to over 10 billion metric tons (EPA,
2015), with carbon dioxide emissions
constantly rising (Harvey, 2018). This is due to
several factors: the increase in global
populaton and its demands for higher living
standards associated with a high level of
natural resource consumpton, relatve peace,
and economic competton dependent on
exploitaton of fossil fuels (Washington, 2015;
Kopnina and Blewit, 2018). As fossil fuel
energy became omnipresent and increasingly
afordable, it acted as a substtute for other
energy inputs in transportaton, agriculture,
and constructon (Smil, 1994; Pinske and Kolk,
2009).
The majority of commercial and private
vehicles are running on fossil fuels (Smil,
1994), with car ownership increasing every
year (Kopnina, 2011; Buehler, 2018). The
number of airplane fights has also increased
exponentally in the last two decades
(Higham, et al 2014). Higham, et al (2014:336)
noted that an increase in aviaton is
“fundamentally incompatble with radical
emissions reducton and decarbonizaton of
the global energy system”. Coordinated acton
and strict government regulaton of emissions
are needed not just in aviaton, but in all
energy-intensive sectors (Higham, et al 2019).
In agriculture, the applicaton of energyintensive artfcial fertlizers and pestcide
producton has increased 1,000 percent
globally
between
1950
and
2015
(Setboonsarng, 2015). Already in the nineteen
sixtes, it was noted that the adopton of
intensive farming supported by fossil fuels has
increased the capacity of productve land and
so made possible a 'populaton explosion'
(Ehrlich, 1968). Agricultural advances allowed
humanity to appropriate almost half of the
entre 'productve' landmass, used for
cultvatng wheat, rice, corn; and other grain
(Kindall and Pimentel, 1994; Setboonsarng,
2015). Fossil fuels, in combinaton with beter
medical technologies and food producton
systems, have caused the global populaton to
grow as never before in human history
(Setboonsarng, 2015).

Concomitant with these developments, high
per-capita energy consumpton has been
recognized as a necessary conditon for high
living standards (UN, 1987). Higher
consumpton also strengthened a positve
feedback loop, forcing people to use land
more intensively and to adopt technological
innovatons that make an even more intensive
land use possible (Boserup, 1965). Critcs
showed that the argument itself is fawed.
Eatng high on the food chain has led to
massive clearing to grow soybeans and corn
for feedlots, not using land more intensively.
Intensive and sustainable farming are
contradictons. Thus, it was argued that with
almost eight billion people, it would be
unrealistc to strive to atain the same level of
consumpton for generatons to come
(Engelman, 2013; Washington, 2015),
including consumpton of energy. Yet, while
research and technology associated with the
producton of renewable energy have been
steadily advancing, energy alternatves have
failed to displace the fossil-fuel regime
(Mitchell, 2009).
1.3 Challenges to wind power
The intermitent (weather-dependent) nature
of wind power has presented challenges to
the system capacity (Fang et al, 2011).The
wind power can be stored either as electricity
in bateries, heat in such media as molten salt,
or as hydrogen, compressed air, or pumped
storage to a higher level, so that power is
available
on-demand
(UCSUSA,
n.d.).
Improvement in the design of a batery
energy storage system (BESS) has been crucial
in atenuatng the efects of unsteady power
input from wind farms (Teleke, et al, 2009).
The design of newer bateries determines the
capacity of the BESS to ensure constant
dispatched power to the connected grid,
while the voltage level is kept constant (Zhao,
et al, 2015).
Globally, such large projects have been
somewhat less popular than the applicaton of
small wind systems that have demonstrated
their ability as distributed energy resources
(Akorede, 2010). Distributed energy resources
refer to a variety of small, modular powergeneratng technologies that are combined to

improve the operaton of the electricity
delivery system (Ibid). Yet, large scale use of
wind energy is gaining in popularity as
electricity storage systems improve (UCSUSA,
n.d;
htps://www.ren21.net/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/gsr_2019_full_repo
rt_en.pdf). A study by the United States
Department of Energy in 2008 found that
expanding wind power to 20 percent by 2030
is feasible, afordable, would not afect the
reliability of the power supply, and would
create new jobs (UCSUSA, n.d.). One of the
largest sites of high-voltage power lines
spanning 3,600 miles was completed in Texas
in 2014 at a cost of $7 billion, handling up to
18,000 megawats and serve millions of
households from Austn to Huston (Wald,
2014).
The challenge of integratng wind power into
established electric power grids is described in
the report Technology Roadmap: Wind Energy
by the Internatonal Energy Agency (IEA,
2013). The Agency's assessment examines
several case studies to determine the ability
of anyone's natonal grid to accommodate
renewables using storage, interconnecton,
and demand-side management (IEA, 2013).
The report approximates that wind power
could generate up to 18% of the world's
electricity by 2050, compared with 2.6 %
today. The Chinese onshore wind power
projects have experienced rapid growth in
wind power generaton, with China projected
to overtake OECD as the leading producer of
wind power by 2025, with the United States
ranking third (Han et al, 2009). IEA's recent
report has estmated that the ofshore wind
capacity is projected to increase 15-fold due
to approximate $1 trillion investment by 2040
(IEA, 2019). Today, wind energy can be
modular for installatons of any size
(Sathyajith, 2006; Barthelmie and Pryer, 2014;
Wald, 2014).
1.4 Sustainability and Wind Energy
Sustainability concerns have given the
renewables
a
new
impetus
with
internatonally funded research exploring the
potental role of wind energy deployment in
climate change mitgaton eforts (IPCC n. d.).
Afer the signing of the Kyoto Protocol in

1997, the curbing of emissions has become a
mater of internatonal environmental politcs
(Pinske and Kolk, 2009). Scientsts of the
Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
(IPCC) have established that it is stll possible
to limit GHG emissions to avoid the 2 °C
warming threshold (IPCC, n.d.). To achieve
this aim, it was calculated that the carbonfree sources could supply 10–31% of
electricity worldwide by 2050 (Barthelmie and
Pryer, 2014).
The quantty of energy generated by the wind
is potentally limitless, and aside from
harnessing, storage and transfer technology,
cost-free (Lucas 2006; Cleveland and Morris
2013). Together with solar power, wind power
represents one of the most clean and
sustainable sources of renewable energy
(Climate Economy report, 2014; UCSUSA).
Considering all these developments, wind
power has gained in popularity (Wind Europe
n.d.).
However, the availability and increased
afordability of renewable energy barely dent
fossil fuel dependence, with Raval and Hook
(2019) reportng that oil, gas, and coal are stll
expected to consttute about 85% of power by
2040. REN21 (htps://www.ren21.net/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/gsr_2019_full_repo
rt_en.pdf) states that in total energy use
renewables are over 18% now, but you only
quote electricity. Also, projectons for a
realistc meetng of Paris agreement targets
are not optmistc (Leahy, 2019). For the full
development of wind energy, some barriers,
challenges, and limitatons need to be
removed: high generaton cost, low on-grid
price, and stagnatng development of
domestc manufacture (Han et al, 2009) as
well as economic, social and politcal factors,
outlined below.
2. Results: Barriers to Wind Energy and
Failures to Address Climate Change
Critcal scholars have noted that due to
historical signifcance of fossil fuels in bringing
about economic growth, and present fxaton
of neoliberal economics and politcs on
growth as a common-sense "good"
(Washington and Kopnina, 2018), it has ofen

been the governments, and not so much local
protestors, that have prevented meaningful
sustainable policies (Kopnina and Blewit,
2018;). Part of this resistance to the
sustainable transformaton of energy can be
explained by the entrenched power of the
"carbon democracy” (Mitchell, 2009), or
plutocracy based on oil oligarchy (Rozzi,
2015). However, it is not just the governments
infuenced by industrial and partcularly fossilfuel lobbies that impede the development of
clean power.
2.1. NIMBY Protests
In a novel by Miguel de Cervantes writen in
1605, Don Quixote is fghtng the windmills as
if they are ferocious giants. In his delusion, he
believes that afer defeatng them he will be
able to enjoy fame and glory as a knight. As of
the year 2019, the fght with the windmills, or
their more modern incarnaton, wind
turbines, contnues. In “Don Quixote on the
Katwijk Boulevard” Marijke Visser (2016)
describes local resistance in the Dutch coastal
town to the plans to build an ofshore wind
park. The local community stakeholders,
entrepreneurs, fshermen, and politcians
complained about the lack of transparency
regarding the costs and benefts of the
project. This anthropological research also
revealed various myths and (mis)conceptons
about the reasons for having the wind
turbines in the frst place (Visser, 2016).
This local Dutch protest is refected in many
locatons across the globe, preventng the
meetng of the targets for renewable energy
to address climate change. Known as NIMBY’s
(“not in my backyard”) protests reveal the
‘social gap’ between scientfc evidence,
public opinion, and the local politcs of wind
energy (Visser, 2016). Social understanding
and resistance to wind power installatons has
multple causes, such as democratc defcit
and qualifed support (Bel et al, 2013), the
inter-relatonship between communites and
the land related to place identty, perceived
loss of security, a sense of marginalizaton
(Pasqualet, 2011), and in the case of those
living in proximity to windmills, the noise,
earth vibratons, obstructed views, and
changing landscapes (Smith and Klick, 2007),

or dislike of their visual impact (Eagle et al,
2018).
Visser (2016) notes that in Katwijk various
forms of narratves and myths arose. As in
more instances in the post-truth, fact-free
world, stories about the evils of wind power
are spread and perceived by stakeholders as
‘the truth’, supported by lay citzens’
“investgatons and counter investgatons”
(perceiving ofshore wind power as oldfashioned, non-proftable, and unsustainable)
to falsify the claims of opponents (Visser,
2016). One reason for the oppositon to wind
power is its large scale, perceived as
overwhelming (Firestone and Kampton,
2007). Ofen NIMBY protests are successfully
used by those with interest to discredit wind
power and to demonstrate that wind farms
are unsafe, unhealthy, or even undemocratc
as they ignore citzens’ objectons (Bel et al,
2013; Feurtey et al, 2016; Visser, 2016; Eagle
et al, 2018).
A more general issue might be not just that
democracy is subordinated to populist,
oligarchic, or plutocratc infuences, but the
very nature of democracy itself. As Novack
(2019) has noted, the “problem is NOT that
the system of democracy is imperfect.
“Perfect” democracy might not lead to the
soluton of our situaton either. The real point
is that democracy, even when working
perfectly, does not guarantee good, wise, or
just decisions. All properly working democracy
can do is deliver the decisions that the people
want, for good or for ill”. For democracy to
deliver decisions dealing with the ecological
crisis the people have to want that more than
they want other things. To make maters
worse, this is a long-term problem. Novack
has also stressed that he is not advocatng for
some system other than democracy as the
alternatves are not beter and most of them
worse. Simply, however, there is nothing
inherent about democracy that would
guarantee the wisest, altruistc, or
scientfcally sound decisions regarding
climate change Lidskog and Elander (2010).
This is due to a myriad of psychological and
politcal confictng interests, self-interests,
desire to ft socially and culturally within
established consumerist norms, and the

"brainwash" by the neoliberal media
supported by entrenched power lobbies
(Isenhour, 2010).

2.2 Environmental and Conservaton Concerns
The oppositon of some environmentalists
concerned about wind turbines' damage to
terrestrial nature, marine life/environmental
impacts study of respondents opposing wind
farms was recorded in Cape Cod, USA
(Firestone and Kempton, 2007). Concerns
over the negatve ecological impacts of ofshore wind farms include habitat loss,
collision risks, barrier efect, noise, vibratons
and electromagnetc felds (Inger et al, 2009;
Vaissière et al, 2014; Rodríguez-Rodríguez,
2016). In Europe, wind power is demonstrated
to afect birds (partcularly raptors, migratng
birds and waterfowl) and bats, as well as
marine mammals including small cetaceans,
partcularly harbour porpoises and harbour
seals (Rodríguez-Rodríguez, 2016). Avian
mortality is one of the most-documented
concerns, with many collision victms being
raptors and grifon vultures (De Lucas et al,
2008).
2.3 The Government’s and the Media’s Role in
Oppositon
Strategic use of public concerns with
windmills in the media tends to underplay the
long-term negatve efects of fossil fuel energy
(Washington, 2015). This is a dangerous trend
– not just regarding the use of wind power in
partcular, but as a general tendency in which
the
severity
of
the
environmental
predicament is denied (Dunlap and McCright,
2011).
The present subsidy regimes that support
fossil fuels lower the chances of meetng the
post-Kyoto Protocol agreements (Leahy,
2019). Basically, the governments might be
“in the pocket” of established power lobbies,
deserving the name of “oil democracy”
(Mitchell, 2009; Rozzi, 2015), with “fake
news” and fabricated facts exaggeratng the
negatve role of wind farms “research”
sponsored by vested fossil interest groups
(Ratner, 2018).

Simultaneously, climate denial has been
fueled by industrial lobbies' funding of certain
research insttutes and media keen to
maintain the status quo (McRight and Dunlap,
2011). It is the deniers who claim they are
sceptcs, but true sceptcs seek the truth, they
do not run away from a truth they deny
(Washington and Cook 2011). Recently,
oppositon to government interventons to
regulate energy due to concerns about social
and economic fairness, especially in recent
years as manifested by the “yellow vests”
('gilets jaunes') movement, that among other
things, demands low energy prices and resists
a carbon price (Al Jazeera, 2019).
2.4 Other “Renewable” Alternatves
Another reason for the failure of climate
change mitgaton policy is that the
alternatves to fossil fuel power, ofen
misleadingly classifed as “renewable” or
“clean” (or at least “cleaner”) energy have not
been much beter than fossil fuels, including
initatves such as substtutng wood for coal
(Reijn, 2019a, b). While the use of wood
pellets in Europe has been branded as
"renewable”, the use of bioenergy derived
from palm, soy, or other types of wood for
energy has been said to deserve a label of
‘environmental lunacy in Europe’ (The
Economist, 2013). The EU's Renewable Energy
Directve contnues to insist that energy
derived from biomass is carbon-neutral, based
on the assumpton that trees regrow afer
being cut (Garson, 2019). The bulk of wooden
pellets consumed in the European Union
come from Eastern Europe (Reijn, 2019b) and
the United States and Canada, as well as from
developing countries (Kopnina, 2016; Garson,
2019). Despite presently plentful supply from
economically less developed to wealthier
countries, the growth of “green” fuel
plantatons requires clearing originally
biodiverse habitats, eliminatng biodiversity
but also their ability to serve as carbon sinks,
as newly planted trees take a long tme to
grow before they are cut again (Eggers 2009;
Kopnina, 2017; Garson, 2019). Also,
plantatons for biofuels were noted to disrupt
food security, as well as related to fuel
rebound efects, when people use more fuel

or energy assuming it is ‘sustainable’ (Ghosh
and Westhof, 2019).
2.5 The Cost of Wind Power
Another principal argument against the
renewables is that their costs of building and
technology enabling efectve distributon of
wind energy stll exceed those of conventonal
energy sources such as coal, oil, natural gas,
and nuclear energy (Nemetz, 2013). Yet,
REN21 and IRENA clearly show that
renewables such as wind are cheaper than
new coal-fred electricity! IRENA (2018) notes:
Electricity from renewables will soon be
consistently cheaper than from fossil
fuels. By 2020, all the power generaton
technologies that are now in
commercial use will fall within the fossil
fuel-fred cost range, with most at the
lower end or even undercutng fossil
fuels.
Jacobson et al (2018) note that in normal
traditonal economic terms, renewables are
now of similar price to the current ‘businessas-usual’ fossil fuel systems. However, they
point out that when one considers the full
costs of energy + health + climate, renewables
are only a quarter the cost of the current
fossil fuel systems. They conclude (p. 247)
that it is fully possible to reach: ‘a fully
integrated all-sector 100% clean, renewable,
efcient, and reliable energy infrastructure by
2050, if not sooner’. Ofshore turbines have
higher costs because of the need of higher
maintenance due to increased force of marine
windstorms, fooding, and saltwater-caused
corrosion, that can damage wind farm
installatons (Greaves and Iglesias, 2018).
3. Discussion: Ways Forward in Addressing
Resistance
3.1 Addressing the NIMBY’s
Returning to Don Quixote in Katwijk, Visser
(2016) writes that ways forward include a
stakeholder involvement to decrease
resistance. Both groups of opponents and
proponents of wind power share certain
similarites. While proponents of wind energy
in Katwijk, like in many other localites in the
world, demonstrate a clear awareness of the

necessity of renewable energy, they also
share the feelings of ‘being unheard’ by the
ofcials (Visser, 2016). However, while
proponents of wind power in Katwijk express
distrust of their local ofcials, the opponents
distrust the government ofcials. Stakeholder
engagement can be increased by involving
local people into decision-making processes,
but simultaneously aiming to provide
comprehensive, non-technical evidence for
why wind power is not only sustainable but
can be benefcial for this region and diferent
groups of stakeholders (Visser, 2016).
What is also signifcant in this Dutch case, is
that once the stakeholders are heard, some
reasonable ideas emerge. Visser has
discovered that a number of her respondents,
even in the militant oppositon to wind power
"camp", point to new technologies to tackle
the climate problem, like tdal wave power,
'blue energy' (energy generated from the
interacton between fresh and saltwater) and
solar power. Visser (2016:2) writes:
"Acknowledgement of the regional specifc
circumstances and sensitvity for the sociohistorical roots can strengthen the feelings of
being heard". She also notes the need for
transparent communicaton to enhance the
trust between members of the local
communites and project managers:
Explicit informaton about the pros and
cons, and the facts and fgures will
increase the inhabitants’ knowledge
and awareness. To achieve an open and
transparent
stakeholder
involved
approach, consensus between natonal
and local government about the facts
and fgures of the policy is required
(Visser, 2016:2).
This approach to working with communitybased protests can address some of the issues
associated with “corrupt” democracies
(Mitchell, 2009; Rozzi, 2015) or an even
trickier issue of the relatonship between
democracy and climate change (Lidskog and
Elander, 2010).
To address the interference of wind turbines
with the landscape or noise polluton, and a
sense of marginalizaton, considering the
relatonship between land and life by project
planners, and discussions with local

communites, can help smooth some potental
conficts (Pasqualet, 2011; Visser, 2016).
More pragmatcally, ofshore farms further
from inhabited areas have been built, with
project managers hoping to compensate for
higher costs of ofshore turbines by avoiding
resistance.
3.2
Addressing
Environmental
and
Conservaton Concerns
In the case of marine life, Firestone and
Kempton (2007) showed that the opinionbased beliefs appear to be factually incorrect.
The negatve efects of climate change and
overfshing on the marine environment are
much more signifcant than the impact of
wind turbines (WWF, n.d). The negatve
environmental efects of wind farms in
(among other things) disruptng bird
migratons have been exaggerated by the
media (Traube, 2004), while the positve role
has been underplayed (Inger et al, 2009). The
same media is less inclined to discuss the
long-term efects of climate change disruptng
not only birds, but endangering habitats and
food supply that the birds and other species
are dependent on, with profound changes
leading to irrevocable changes or “tpping
points” leading to extncton (Pimm, 2009;
WWF, n.d.). Few grifon vultures killed by
wind turbines (da Lucas et al, 2009), but most
are endangered due to other factors, such as
climate change, huntng, the use of
agricultural pestcides, electrocutons, and
lack of available food (Becker et al, 2010). The
direct positves include the capacity of
ofshore wind turbine installatons to act as
“both artfcial reefs and fsh aggregaton
devices”, facilitatng “restoraton of damaged
ecosystems”,
and “enhancing
both
biodiversity and fsheries” (Inger et al,
2009:1145).
It is, however, very important not to underestmate some negatve impacts of ofshore
wind farms, and the ocean environment
needs monitoring and safeguarding while
these technologies are developed (Pelc and
Fujita, 2002; Inger et al, 2009; Neri et al,
2019). Environmental Impact Assessment in
relaton to wind farms and biodiversity needs

to consider mitgaton hierarchy, including
measures that would avoid, reduce, and if
possible ofset signifcant adverse efects on
ecosystems (Vaissière, et al 2014).
Technological innovaton, such as like foatng
turbines
may
help
reduce
current
environmental impacts of marine windfarms
(Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al, 2016). Overall, the
efect of wind energy on biodiversity needs to
be carefully weighed with alternatves such as
fossil fuels or biofuels, that seem to have a
much larger impact, long-term, directly or
indirectly, on the fourishing of habitats.
3.3 Addressing the Government and
Corporate Resistance
Critcal scholars have maintained that many
sustainability eforts have only worked to
‘sustain the unsustainable’ (Blüdhorn, 2007),
for example promotng electric cars that stll
use electricity derived from fossil-fuels
(Isenhour, 2010), with corporate and politcal
greenwashing and window-dressing through
‘sustainababble’ (Engelman, 2013). Neoliberal
governments
have
readily
delegated
responsibility for the choice of energy to
citzens and refusing to make unpopular
decisions that would limit economic growth
(Isenhour, 2010). Despite the perceived risks
of climate change, it seems that the public
and politcians remain in the state of
impassivity or even denial (Dunlap and
McCright, 2011).
Considering this, the oppositon to wind
power remains problematc, directly or
indirectly fuelled (pun intended) by the
established power lobbies or prey to
unrealistc expectatons (Nemetz, 2013). For
example, the Insttute for Energy Research,
which has been producing ant-wind energy
research and media coverage, has board
members in the oil and gas industry (Ratner,
2018). The same lobbies, supported by media
and some members of the public, argue that
the fossil fuel economy secures jobs and leads
to economic prosperity (Pinske and Kolk,
2009; Kopnina, 2016). However, since the
efects of climate change are becoming to
manifest themselves in the form of droughts
foods and fres that hurt the economy and
worsen refugee crises, this creates a new

economic incentve for governments and
corporate leaders to support renewable
energy.
3.4
Addressing
Other
“Renewable”
Alternatves
Unlike wind, trees or other sources of "green"
mater have multple ecological functons,
outlined in the book Cradle to Cradle by
Braungart and McDonough (2010). The
authors explain the principle of ecoefectveness (rather than eco-efciency) by
the central metaphor of a cherry tree, which
blossoms every year. While most of these
blossoms do not succeed in making more
cherry trees through pollen or seeds, their
reproducton is helped by other species that
eat the berries and carry the seeds. The
"waste" (this term is used herein a similar way
that the wooden pallet makers argue that
their product is made of "waste" material of
tmber producton) serves an even more
important
purpose
(McDonough
and
Braungart, 2010). This purpose is to replenish
the soil that supports not only new trees but
also billions of other smaller species, including
grasses, fungi, and other microorganisms
enabled to thrive and reproduce by this
“waste”. This nurturing process becomes
impossible when vital biomass goes up in
smoke for a short spurt of energy (Braungart,
2013).
These types of "alternatves" that pretend to
be "circular" stll require material inputs
(Rammelt and Crisp, 2014). In comparison to
other sources of renewable energy, including
liquid and solid biomass and waste, wind
power does not use material resources that
can be exhausted, as in the case of burning
waste, which actually contains valuable mixed
materials (Braungart, 2013); or include
potentally hazardous by-products such as
nuclear waste (Sathyajith, 2006; Barthelmie
and Pryer, 2014; Renewable Energy World,
2015). Clear communicaton of the Cradle to
Cradle and circular economy framework can
help to address the issue of best intentons
and wrong choices in terms of “renewable”
alternatves (Kopnina, 2018; Kopnina and
Blewit, 2018). Since renewable energy does
not involve depleton of resources, aside from

its capture and storage devices, and it should
not be compromised by allowing fossil fuels to
be part of the ‘mix’ and therefore ensuring
that their use contnues. indeed!
3.5 Addressing the Costs
The new technological improvements have
helped to avoid jeopardizing a utlity's ability
to meet constantly fuctuatng customer
demand (Fang et al, 2011). The cost depends
on the intenton of the conventonal power
companies to buy excess power from many
small, disseminated wind power sources at a
reasonable price. This has been the subject of
new rules and regulatons, such as “feed-in
tarifs”, also known as FITs (Climate Economy
report, 2014). FITs pay consumers, including
households, landlords, businesses and
organizatons such as schools and care homes,
for creatng their own "green electricity"
(htp://www.ftarifs.co.uk/FITs/).
Another side for the soluton is fnancial and
long-term prosperity gains that both industrial
and politcal stakeholders fnd most
appealing, which is due to technological
developments that make wind power more
successfully stored and transferred (Fang et
al, 2011). Technologies for generatng and
storing wind power have been rapidly
improving. The signifcant enlargement of the
grid system, linking a large number of
geographically dispersed wind parks has
helped to transfer power at great distances.
This type of highly interconnected grid system
could emulate the requirements of current
energy supply systems (Fang et al, 2011).
Increased awareness of economic benefts
and actual job creaton brought by wind farms
is playing a positve role as well (Loomis et al,
2016).
What is helpful for addressing the costs is
subsidies
regimes
established
by
governments, which can fnancially reward
the producers and consumers directly, but
also, signifcantly, indirectly through various
“hidden” supports, such as rebates, tax
exemptons, trade restrictons, limits to
market access, and price controls (Pinske and
Kolk, 2009; Ellis, 2010; Aldy, 2015).
While the wind power has not always been
price-compettve, many newer technologies

for harvestng, storing, and transferring wind
energy have enabled greater market
compettveness (Climate Economy report,
2014; Watson et al, 2019). With the beneft of
economies of scale, wind power has been able
to realize substantal decreases in per-unit
cost of electricity and provide hope for an
environmentally benign generaton of global
energy (Brown et al 2014; IEA, 2019).
To be fair, we need to note that applying
these technologies on the global scale to
satsfy billions of people increasingly striving
towards a high standard of living, requires a
diferent type of commitment, adjustment,
and indeed, perhaps short-term sacrifce than
the current politcal and economic regimes
have allowed for. Subsidies, “feed-in tarifs”,
as well as adjustments on the part of those
that live next to the wind farms, and last but
not least, cessaton of fossil fuel industries’
fnancial backing of ant-renewable energy
policies, phasing out of fossil fuel subsidies,
and enhanced access to the public stock
markets (Tian, 2018) are all needed.
3.6 Discussing the Role of Democracy
While for years governments have been
instrumental in subsidizing and otherwise
supportng fossil-fueled industries, the
relatvely recent interest of (some)
governments in the shif towards renewable
energy is relatvely new (Pinske and Kolk,
2009). Considering that the dominant
language of communicaton through the
media has been (and in many cases contnues
to be) economy-centered (e.g. Washington,
2015), it is not surprising that sudden appeals
to consumer responsibility, and possible
sacrifces to living standards, presently meet
both corporate and social (NIMBY) resistance.
Since part of NIMBY protests are the distrust
of government (e.g. Visser, 2016), and many
governments’ twists and turns in signing and
complying to (or not) Kyoto agreement, or
later the Paris agreement (Lutkhuis, 2019),
within the relatvely short periods between
democratc electons, this distrust is
understandable. Scientfc expertse backed
up by goodwill and a clear communicaton
strategy from policy makers towards the
communites is necessary.

There are many groups within every society
that actvely support climate change eforts,
and in fact climate protests have become
common-place, or promote environmentally
friendly behaviours such as veganism, avoid
fying or driving, etc. However, other groups
worry about losing their consumer privileges.
Relying on the “wisdom of the people” in
taking environmentally informed decisions
should not be over-estmated (Lidskog and
Elander, 2010). Rees (2008:7) suggests that
‘intelligence and reason may not be the
primary determinants of human behaviour at
any social scale’. Far from being “ratonal
consumers” and wise citzens, in the tme of
great decisions regarding climate change, our
“reptlian brain stem” may override the
ratonal cortex, and we might stck to safe
paths (Rees, 2008). These safe paths might be
supported by convenient but mistaken
assumptons, such as the “goodness” of
economic growth and the primacy of
individual choices (Washington and Kopnina,
2018). Wantng to be popular with its
electorate and avoid collisions with groups
such as "yellow vests" who demand low
energy prices (Al Jazeera, 2019), the
government also has a stake in avoiding
unpopular decisions (Isenhour, 2010), thus
creatng a kind of Faustan pact between the
people and the government. Not sure this is
unpacked properly? You mean both deny
reality and let themselves be fooled (fueled)
by a more convenient lie? I think you can say
this?
To escape the impasse, Rees (2008) suggests
that despite these instncts, our capacity for
‘consciousness, reasoned deliberaton and
willpower’ allows us (with efort) to critcally
examine the “myths we live by” and artculate
the necessary conditons for sustainability
(Washington, 2015). The impasse between the
people, the governments that, hopefully,
really try to do “what’s best for the people”,
can be perhaps overcome by the realizaton of
common goals – the government wants to be
popular, the people that elect it to have their
self-interests (and sometmes altruistc
interests) in mind. As Inger et al (2009)
suggest in the case of environmental concerns
(for the marine environment in this case)

about the wind technology, understanding of
the advantages of this type of power in
comparison with other alternatves, is
crucially important. Inger et al write that the
deployment of marine installatons has:
… the potental to cause confict among
interest groups including energy
companies, the fshing sector, and
environmental groups. Conficts should
be minimized by integratng key
stakeholders into the design, sitng,
constructon and operatonal phases of
the installatons, and by providing clear
evidence
of
their
potental
environmental benefts (Inger et al,
2009:1145).
Thus, a common language that can reach all
stakeholders, explicate standpoints and
expectatons, and hopefully lead to the
artculatons of ratonal (e.g. on the basis of
price, and, as cliché as it sounds, an
understanding of the necessity of energy
transiton towards a beter future for one's
own children) as well as altruistc (perhaps
trading in some of the high-consumpton
lifestyles for the sake of future generatons
and the environment itself) motvatons is
necessary to achieve energy transformaton.
4. Conclusion and Policy Implicatons
The fact that wind energy harvestng
technologies have existed for centuries
testfes to the human capacity to invent and
maintain sustainable energy systems. Yet
social and politcal barriers to the widespread
and acceptance of renewable energy in
general and wind power in partcular
identfed in this artcle stll need to be
overcome. I have inquired why, despite
obvious risks and threats associated with the
use of fossil fuels, renewable energy such as
wind power has not (yet) resulted in a radical
shif away from fossil fuels to renewable
energy overstated, it is happening. As
discussed above, presently, the ‘energy mix’ is
stll dominated by fossil fuels, without a
radical transiton from the types of
technologies and lifestyles that threaten our
planet’s viability again overstated. Strict
adherence to true renewables such as wind

and solar power; rejectng “partal”
renewables that involve depletng biomass,
such as most of the biofuels, promise longterm positve efects in the energy transiton.
This artcle has also discussed concerns with
transmission, distributon, and acceptance of
wind energy. Resistance to wind energy is
fuelled by the entrenched power hierarchies,
as industrial power lobbies ofen play a
signifcant role in controlling and dominatng
the energy market, as well as in “not in my
backyard” (NIMBY) protest movements.
Support or resistance to wind power varies
per stakeholder and within the groups of
stakeholders. In some cases, it is the “topdown”
regulaton
forces
natonal
governments to accept certain measures. In
the case Katwijk protests, discussed here, the
Dutch government’s sudden support of
renewables is due to the obligaton to meet
the European Union’s sustainable energy
targets. The mixed motvaton for some to
oppose, and for others to support wind farms,
hinges on personal convictons, scientfc
(mis)understanding, (mis)trust of government,
and many other factors. To gain public
support for wind farms, despite their past
policies supportng fossil fuels, the
government’s present motvaton needs to be
clearly artculated and translated into “local
language”. This can involve informaton
campaigns, partcipaton of local stakeholders,
and compensaton of those that might be (or
feel) disadvantaged. Above all, the
artculaton of both ratonal (e.g. addressing
climate change) as well as socially and
ecologically altruistc (caring about future
generatons
and
the
environment)
motvatons and sharing them with all
stakeholders is necessary.
To sum up, research into renewable energy
and the barriers to its acceptance briefy
reviewed in this artcle indicates that wind
energy is gaining more wind in its sails, and
may yet become, together with solar energy,
one of the two truly renewable and
environmentally benign sources of global
energy supply that can be a major part of
reducing climate change.
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